Arc-annotated sequences are useful in representing the structural information of RNA sequences. In general, RNA secondary and tertiary structures can be represented as a set of nested arcs and a set of crossing arcs, respectively. Since RNA functions are largely determined by molecular con rmation and therefore secondary and tertiary structures, the comparison between RNA secondary and tertiary structures has received much attention recently. In this paper, we propose the notion of edit distance to measure the similarity between two RNA secondary and tertiary structures, by incorporating various edit operations performed on both bases and arcs (i.e., base-pairs). Several algorithms are presented to compute the edit distance between two RNA sequences with various arc structures and under various score schemes, either exactly or approximately, with provably good performance. Preliminary experimental tests con rm that our de nition of edit distance and the computation model are among the most reasonable ones ever studied in the literature.
INTRODUCTION I
t has been realized that RNA is an important molecule which performs a wide range of functions in biological systems. Among the most signi cant factors in the molecular mechanism involved in these functions are the secondary and tertiary structural features of an RNA. Speci cally, to a preserved function, there corresponds a preserved molecular con rmation and, therefore, preserved secondary and tertiary structures. The comparison of RNA structures has received much attention recently in the literature. There are several ways to represent RNA structures and formulate corresponding similarity measures. One of them is to represent RNA secondary structures as (labeled or unlabeled) trees. There are several algorithms for computing the distance between two trees (Shapiro and Zhang, 1990; Shasha and Zhang, 1990; Zhang et al., 1992; Shasha et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1995; Zhang, 1996a Zhang, , 1996b . Another method for modeling RNA structures is using stochastic context-free grammars (SCFGs), which is a generalization of hidden Markov models (HMMs) capturing well the common primary and secondary structures (Sakakibara et al., 1994; Brown, 2000) . Notice that the above two methods do not treat base-pairs as units of comparison. Instead, they focus on local structures and treat them as subunits. Other work that does not treat base-pairs
Edit operations and problem description
For two plain sequences S 1 and S 2 , an edit transcript also speci es an alignment of S 1 and S 2 in a straightforward way. Conversely, given a sequence alignment, it is easy to write down the corresponding edit transcript. For the ease of exposition, we de ne the edit distance between two arc-annotated sequences via a sequence alignment instead of an edit transcript. Notice that a sequence alignment of arc-annotated sequences speci es how the arcs are aligned and thus it is also a structural alignment.
In the following, consider two arc-annotated sequences .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; P 2 / over some xed alphabet 6 and a speci c sequence alignment M. A base S 1 [i] is said free if there is no arc incident on it. Let us rst look at the edit operations performed on arcs and their incident bases as speci ed by M. Suppose that .i 1 ; i 2 / 2 P 1 and .j 1 ; j 2 / 2 P 2 are arcs such that S ) is aligned with a space (i.e., nothing), then there is an arc-altering operation in which base S 1 [i 2 ] is deleted and thus arc .i 1 ; i 2 / is broken. Such an operation leaves base S 1 [i 1 ] free. The operation models the scenario where one of the bases in a base-pair disappears during the evolution. If .i 1 ; i 2 / 2 P 1 is an arc such that both S 1 [i 1 ] and S 1 [i 2 ] are aligned with spaces, then there is an arc-removing operation which breaks arc .i 1 ; i 2 / and deletes both the bases. This operation models the scenario in which both bases in a base-pair disappear during the evolution. The above de nitions apply to the arcs in .S 2 ; P 2 / as well.
After considering the above edit operations on arcs and their incident bases as speci ed by the alignment M, we discuss base operations that have not been covered by these arc operations. (or, base-insertion) . Note that the bases in these (base) operations are not necessarily free. For example, an arc-breaking or arc-altering operation may be followed by a (base) operation involving some base which is incident on the arc.
A base-match and an arc-match cost nothing. A base-mismatch has cost w m , and an arc-mismatch has cost w am 2 or w am , depending on the two arcs involved. Recall that when an arc .i 1 ; i 2 / 2 P 1 is aligned with an arc .j 1 ; j 2 / 2 P 2 , then S , an arc-breaking has cost w b , an arc-altering has cost w a , and an arc-removing has cost w r , which is usually assumed to be at least as large as w d (i.e., w r¸wd ). The above six operations form the legal edit operations (see Fig. 1 for a simple illustration). Notice that it is straightforward to determine an optimal series of edit operations corresponding to any given sequence alignment. The key idea is to determine the operations performed on arcs rst and then those on single bases. For example, suppose that in the alignment M, there exist arcs .i 1 ; i 2 / 2 P 1 and .j 1 ; j 2 / 2 P 2 , S . Then there are two arc-altering operations and a base-mismatch associated with them, and these operations have a total cost of 2w a C w m . The sum of the costs of edit operations speci ed by an alignment is the cost associated with the alignment. The edit distance between two arc-annotated sequences is de ned to be the minimum cost of the alignments of the two sequences. Under a xed score scheme specifying parameters w m ; w am ; w d ; w b ; w a ; w r , the Edit Distance Problem for Arc-Annotated Sequences is, given a pair of arc-annotated sequences, to compute the edit distance between them, along with an optimal sequence alignment (or, equivalently, an optimal series of edit operations that transform the rst sequence into the second one).
Since the dif culty of the problem depends on the complexity of the arc structures of the input sequences, apart from the score scheme, we use Edit(type 1 , type 2 ) to denote the Edit Distance Problem for ArcAnnotated Sequences where the arc structure of the rst input sequence is of type 1 and the arc structure of the second input sequence is of type 2 . Notice that there are three possible types of arc structure: crossing, nested, and plain, from high complexity to low. We assume without loss of generality that type 1 is always higher than or equal to type 2 . This way, we have six distinct edit distance problems, from the most complicated to the least: ² Edit(crossing, crossing), ² Edit(crossing, nested), ² Edit(crossing, plain), ² Edit(nested, nested), ² Edit(nested, plain), and ² Edit(plain, plain).
Edit(plain, plain) is well-known and has been completely solved (Levenstein, 1966; Sankoff and Kruskal, 1988) . Zhang et al. , in a series of papers, have considered a similarity measure between two RNA secondary structures that is very close to ours. In a recent work (Zhang et al., 1999) , the authors studied a restricted problem where, if an arc of P 1 is not matched or mismatched with some arc in P 2 , then this arc has to be removed. In other words, the edit operations arc-breaking and arc-altering are not allowed in the model. Under this restricted assumption, they were able to show that computing the edit distance between two RNA tertiary structures (i.e., Edit(crossing,crossing)) is NP-hard, and the other ve cases are all solvable in polynomial time. However, as we shall also see in Section 5, in their model, an arc-breaking operation has to be formulated as an arc-removing operation plus two base-deletions, and an arc-altering operation has to be formulated as an arc-removing operation plus a base-deletion. It is sometimes more reasonable to assume that because of mutations in the neighboring segments (or even more distant segments in some cases), the bond between a base-pair may become loose and nally broken. In this scenario, an arc-breaking (or arc-altering) operation is much more plausible than rst deleting a base-pair and then inserting two single bases (or one single base, respectively).
Related work
Another line of work related to similarity comparison between RNA secondary and tertiary structures is focused on primary sequences (Bafna et al., 1995; Corpet and Michot, 1994) where the comparison is basically done on the primary sequences while trying to incorporate the secondary and tertiary structural information. The weakness of this approach is that it does not treat a base-pair as a whole entity. Our model treats base-pairs as basic units and is closer to the general spirit of the comparative analysis methods currently being used in the analysis of RNA secondary and tertiary structures, either manually or automatically.
Our contributions and roadmap
We consider the rst ve edit distance problems involving at least one RNA secondary or tertiary structure. We will present a dynamic programming algorithm for the problem Edit(nested, plain). Letting jS 1 j D n and jS 2 j D m, this algorithm runs in O.nm 3 / time. It turns out that problem Edit(crossing, plain) is already MAX SNP-hard (and we will prove it here). Therefore, it is unlikely that problem Edit(crossing, plain) could be approximated within arbitrary ratio. This hardness result also implies that problems Edit(crossing, crossing) and Edit(crossing, nested) are MAX SNP-hard. We establish these hardness results under a wide range of score schemes. Nonetheless, we will show that under a class of reasonable score schemes, problem Edit(crossing, nested) is solvable in polynomial time. We will explicitly design an O.mn 3 / time algorithm for these reasonable score schemes by extending the dynamic programming algorithm for problem Edit(nested, plain), where jS 1 j D n and jS 2 j D m. It also turns out that under a wide range of score schemes, this polynomial time algorithm forms a provably good approximation algorithm for problem Edit(crossing, nested). Speci cally, it is an approximation algorithm with worst-case performance ratio max o . Moreover, we show how to improve the running time of this approximation algorithm to O.mn 2 /. We then perform a preliminary experimental study of our algorithm on the comparison of RNA secondary structures, that is, on solving problem Edit(nested, nested), under a reasonable score scheme. The study shows that the algorithm outputs more sensible alignments of RNA secondary structures than those obtained by the algorithms in (Zhang et al., 1999) . Further experimental study is under way. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the hardness results. Section 3 is devoted to the O.nm 3 / time dynamic programming algorithm designed for problem Edit(nested, plain). The approximation algorithm for Edit(crossing, nested), extending the exact dynamic programming algorithm, is described in Section 4, where we also show that it computes exactly the edit distance under a EDIT DISTANCE BETWEEN RNA STRUCTURES 375 class of reasonable score schemes and show how to improve the speed of the algorithm. Some preliminary experimental study results on three pairs of RNAs with known secondary structures are presented in Section 5. Section 6 closes the paper with several concluding remarks.
HARDNESS RESULTS

Given a graph
A cut of G is a set of edges, each of which has one endpoint in V 1 and the other endpoint in V 2 , where .V 1 ; V 2 / is a partition of V , and it is denoted by E.V 1 ; V 2 /.
Max-Cut-3: Given a cubic graph G D .V ; E/, i.e., every vertex has degree 3, nd a partition of V associated with the maximum cardinality cut.
For a maximization (or minimization) problem 5, we say it admits an ®-approximation algorithm A if A runs in polynomial time, and for every instance of 5, the solution output by A is greater than or equal to a factor 1 ® (less than or equal to a factor ®, respectively) of the optimum. In this case, 5 is also said to be approximable within ratio ®. It is well known that unless P D NP, 5 is not approximable within ratio 1 C ² for some positive ², or equivalently, 5 does not admit a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS), if 5 is MAX SNP-hard.
Lemma 2.1. Max-Cut-3 is approximable within ratio 1: 1383 (Goemans and Williamson, 1995) , but MAX SNP-hard (Papadimitriou and Yannakakis, 1991) .
Theorem 2.2. Edit(crossing, plain) is MAX SNP-hard.
Proof. We construct an L-reduction from Max-Cut-3 in the following. The score schemes considered here satisfy that w m > w d and 2w a > w b C w r . Notice that since the second sequence is plain, there is no arc-mismatch operation (and thus we wouldn't bother the value of w am ).
Given a cubic graph G D .V ; E/, suppose that vertices in V are v 0 ; v 1 ; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; v n¡1 . For every vertex, construct a segment of six bases in each of the two RNA primary sequences. Speci cally, in S 1 the segment is " AAAUUU " and in S 2 the segment is " UUUAAA ." In between two segments, there is a segment of suf ciently many C 's, which depends on the ratio minfw b ;w a ;w r g w d
. Roughly speaking, these in-between segments prohibit the kind of optimal alignments in which some base in the segment for vertex v i is aligned with some base in the segment for vertex v j , while i 6 D j . Notice that under a speci ed score scheme, this number could be determined in constant time and is polynomial in the length of input, and for ease of exposition we denote it by c. For example, we may take c D max
, the segment constructed corresponding to vertex v i , and one U in S 1 [.6 Cc/j C 4; .6 Cc/j C6], the segment constructed corresponding to vertex v j , and an arc connecting one U in S 1 [.6Cc/i C4; .6Cc/i C6] and one A in S 1 [.6 C c/j C 1; .6 C c/j C 3]. With three A 's and three U 's in every segment constructed corresponding to a vertex, it is trivial to make sure that at each base in sequence S 1 , there is at most one incident arc. This gives us an instance of Edit(crossing, plain), where jS 1 j D jS 2 j D 6n C c.n ¡ 1/, jP 1 j D 3n, and jP 2 j D 0. Figure 2 illustrates the construction for a cubic graph containing six vertices, where a thick bar in between two segments stands for a segment of suf ciently many C 's. As we said before, by the abundance of base C 's in the in-between segments, in any optimal alignment, the two in-between segments inserted between segments constructed for vertices v i and v iC1 (where 0 · i · n ¡ 2) in two sequences, respectively, must be aligned opposite to each other, or equivalently speaking, every base C is aligned with a base C . Further notice that if there is a base-mismatch between an A and a U (or a U and an A ) from the segments constructed corresponding to vertex v i , then it is always possible to replace it with a base-deletion and a base-match, while not changing any other edit operations. From the fact that w m > w d , we conclude there is no base-mismatch possible in the optimal alignment. Now let us look at how segments S 1 [.6 C c/i C 1; .6 C c/i C 6] and S 2 [.6 C c/i C 1; .6 C c/i C 6] are aligned, without any base-mismatch. There are two types of possible local optimal alignments: in the A -type alignment, those three base A 's are aligned with three base A 's; in the U -type alignment, those three base U 's are aligned with three base U 's. If segments S 1 [.6 C c/i C 1; .6 C c/i C 6] and S 2 [.6 C c/i C 1; .6 C c/i C 6] are aligned in A -type ( U -type, respectively), then we say that vertex v i is in A -type ( U -type, respectively). Notice that for each edge .v i ; v j / 2 E, there are four bases in S 1 and four bases in S 2 and two arcs related to it. If v i and v j are in a same type, then in regard to these eight bases and two arcs, we have to perform two arc-altering operations and two base-deletions. The cost associated with them is 2w a C 2w d .
If v i and v j are in different types, then we have to perform one arc-breaking operation, one arc-removing operation, and two base-deletions. The cost associated with them is w b C w r C 2w d .
Suppose in the optimal alignment there are k edges each of which has one endpoint in A -type and the other endpoint in U -type. Then the cost of the alignment would be
By including the vertices in A -type into V 1 and the vertices in U -type into V 2 , these k edges form the cut set associated with the partition .V 1 ; V 2 /. Since 2w a > w b C w r and the maximum cut in G is at least 3 4 n, the above is an L-reduction. Therefore, Edit(crossing, plain) is MAX SNP-hard.
Remark 2.3. The above proof can be suitably modi ed to t for the score scheme where w m · w d and 2w a > w b C w r . It is also easy to modify it to t for the score scheme where 2w a < w b C w r . Nonetheless, when 2w a D w b C w r , the ef cient algorithm provided in Section 4.1 implies that it also solves exactly Edit(nested, plain).
Notice that Edit(crossing, plain) is a subproblem of problem Edit(crossing, nested).
Corollary 2.4. Edit(crossing, nested) is MAX SNP-hard.
A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR EDIT(NESTED, PLAIN)
In this section, we study the problem Edit(nested, plain) and present an ef cient dynamic programming algorithm. Not only does the problem of comparing an RNA secondary structure to a primary RNA sequence is related to the RNA secondary structure inference or prediction problem (Zhang, 1998) , the techniques and ideas developed here will be useful in the algorithms for comparing RNA secondary and tertiary structures presented in the next section.
Let
We describe a dynamic programming algorithm that computes exactly the edit distance between .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; ;/, along with an optimal sequence alignment, in O.nm 3 / time. We remark that the algorithm works under any score scheme (note again, there are no arc-mismatch operations).
For any arc u 2 P 1 , let u l and u r denote its left endpoint and right endpoint (u l < u r ), respectively. We use u.i/ to denote the arc in P 1 incident on position (i.e., base) i of sequence S 1 . If u.i/ does not exist (i.e., there is no arc in P 1 incident on base i), we call position (or base) i free. The following recurrence relation for DP.i; i 0 I j; j 0 / would suf ce for the development of a dynamic programming algorithm. The recurrence relation is de ned for disjoint cases concerning the relative values of the indices. Note that DP.i; i 0 I j; j 0 / is not de ned for all combinations of i; i 0 ; j; j 0 . These unde ned values will not be required in the computation of the recurrence relation.
Case 1. For any 1 · i · n and 1 · j · j 0 · m,
Case 2. For any 1 · i · i 0 · n and 1 · j · m such that (i) i D 1 or .i ¡ 1; i 00 / 2 P 1 for some i 00 > i 0 and (ii) each of the arcs of P 1 either completely contains the interval [i; i 0 ], or is contained in it, or is disjoint from it,
Case 3. For any arc .i; i 0 / 2 P 1 and 1 · j · j 0 · m,
Case 4. For any 1 · i · i 0 · n and 1 · j · j 0 · m such that (i) .i; i 0 / = 2 P 1 , (ii) i D 1 or .i ¡ 1; i 00 / 2 P 1 for some i 00 > i 0 , and (iii) each of the arcs of P 1 either completely contains the interval [i; i 0 ], or is contained in it, or is disjoint from it, we distinguish two subcases:
If i 0 is free, then One can easily design a dynamic programming algorithm to compute DP.i; i 0 I j; j 0 / based on the above recurrence relation. We rst initialize DP.i; i 0 I j; j 0 / when i ¡ i 0 D 1 or j ¡ j 0 D 1 according to Cases 1 and 2. Then we consider all combinations of i; i 0 I j; j 0 that satisfy the conditions of Cases 3 or 4, in the ascending order of i 0 ¡ i, and calculate DP.i; i 0 I j; j 0 / using an appropriate recurrence formula. The entry DP.1; nI 1; m/ records the edit distance between .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; ;/.
The time complexity of the algorithm can be analyzed as follows. Observe that computing each above recurrence formula takes O.1/ time except for one of the formulae in Case 4, which takes O.m/ time in the worst case. Clearly, Case 1 requires an overall time of O.nm 2 /. Since the number of arcs in P 1 is at most n=2, Case 3 requires a total computation time of O.nm 2 / as well. For Cases 2 and 4, we observe that the total number of intervals [i; i 0 ] considered in these two cases is bounded by n. This is because for any two distinct arcs .i 1 ¡ 1; i 00 1 / and .i 2 ¡ 1; i 00 2 / in P 1 , the sets of index pairs of the forms .i 1 ; i 0 1 / and .i 2 ; i 0 2 /, where i 0 1 < i 00 1 and i 0 2 < i 00 2 , respectively, satisfying the conditions of Cases 2 and 4 are disjoint. It follows that these two cases require the computation of a total number of O.nm 2 / DP.i; i 0 I j; j 0 / entries and, hence, O.nm 3 / time.
By using a standard back-tracing technique, we can nd an optimal alignment of S 1 and S 2 from the table storing the DP.i; i 0 I j; j 0 / entries in an additional O.nm 2 / time. Therefore, the overall algorithm runs in O.nm 3 / time. The correctness of the algorithm follows directly from the fact that we consider the two endpoints of an arc simultaneously.
The above discussion proves the following theorem. 
ALGORITHMS FOR EDIT(CROSSING, NESTED)
We rst consider a class of score schemes satisfying a certain (reasonable) condition and obtain an efcient dynamic programming algorithm. The algorithm is then adapted to give an approximation algorithm for Edit(crossing, nested) under a general score scheme.
A solvable case
It is not hard to see that in Edit(crossing, nested), if the score scheme satis es the condition that 2w a D w b C w r , then we may treat every arc-altering operation as an arc-breaking operation plus a basedeletion of which the cost is . Therefore, by associating with each basedeletion involving a base incident on an arc a cost of w r ¡w b 2 (note that this value might be negative), we may discard the arc-altering and arc-removing operations while only keeping the arc-breaking operation. In other words, only the arc-match operation, the arc-mismatch operation, and the arc-breaking operation are now required concerning arcs. Notice that each free base deletion still costs w d . It turns out that we can design a dynamic algorithm similar to that for Edit(nested, plain) to compute the edit distance under this class of score schemes. The key is to distinguish between free bases and bases incident with arcs.
Let .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; P 2 / be an instance of Edit(crossing, nested), where P 2 is nested. Denote n D jS 1 j and m D jS 2 j. For simplicity, let Ã 1 .i/ D 1 if there is an arc in P 1 incident on S 1 [i], and 0 otherwise; Ã 2 .j/ is similarly de ned for S 2 [j ]. Then, deleting base denotes the cost of deleting a base incident on some arc. The basic idea of the dynamic programming computation is very similar to that of the algorithm for Edit(nested, plain) described in the last section. However, the recurrence relation is quite different in details. In the following computation, when we know that some arc in P 1 has been broken, we will split the cost w b equally between its two incident bases. That is, base S 1 [i] will be charged an additional cost of Ã 1 .i/ w b 2 , unless it is involved in an arc-match, or an arc-mismatch between a pair of the corresponding arcs. For example, deleting base
Case 1. For any 1 · i · i 0 · n and 1 · j · m,
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Case 2. For any 1 · i · n and 1 · j · j 0 · m such that (i) j D 1 or .j ¡ 1; j 00 / 2 P 2 for some j 00 > j 0 and (ii) each of the arcs of P 2 either completely contains the interval [j; j 0 ], or is contained in it, or is disjoint from it,
Case 3. For any arc .j; j 0 / 2 P 2 and 1 · i · i 0 · n, we distinguish two subcases: .i; i 0 / 2 P 1 and .i; i 0 / = 2 P 1 . In the former subcase,
We remark that the rst term of the above formula combines three possibilities, an arc-match, an arcmismatch with one pair of mismatching bases incurring a cost of In the latter case,
Case 4. For any 1 · i · i 0 · n and 1 · j · j 0 · m such that (i) .j; j 0 / = 2 P 2 , (ii) j D 1 or .j ¡ 1; j 00 / 2 P 2 for some j 00 > j 0 , and (iii) each of the arcs of P 2 either completely contains the interval [j; j 0 ], or is contained in it, or is disjoint from it, we again consider two subcases.
If j 0 is free, then
If j 0 is not free, i.e., j 0 D u.j 0 / r by the above condition (iii), then
Again, it is easy to turn the recurrence relation into a dynamic programming algorithm that computes DP.i; i 0 I j; j 0 / for all necessary combinations of i; i 0 ; j; j 0 , in the ascending order of j 0 ¡ j . The overall running time of the algorithm is O.n 3 m/. We can also spend an additional O.n 2 m/ time to recover an optimal alignment by using the standard back-tracing technique. Therefore, we have the follow conclusion.
Theorem 4.1. Under any score scheme satisfying 2w a D w b C w r , the problem Edit(crossing, nested) is solvable in O.n 3 m/ time.
The space complexity of the above algorithm is O.n 2 m/. This can be improved to O.nm/ as follows. Recall that for any arc in P 1 that has been broken, we would split its cost w b equally among its two incident bases in the above algorithm. Therefore, deleting a base
This idea can also be applied to the base-match and base-mismatch operations. For a base-match, if both bases are free, then the cost is zero; if one of the bases is free, then the cost is 2 . With this arrangement, we will not need to consider arcaltering, arc-breaking, and arc-removing explicitly, since their costs have been incorporated into the costs of base-deletion, base-match, and base-mismatch operations. We can thus derive the following recurrence relation:
For any 1 · i · i 0 · n and 1 · j · j 0 · m,
A straightforward implementation of this recurrence results in an algorithm with a time complexity of O.n 2 m 2 /. Since we only need to maintain DP.i C 1; i 0 ¡1I j C1; j 0 ¡1/ when .i; i 0 / 2 P 1 and .j; j 0 / 2 P 2 , the space complexity is O.nm/.
Moreover, using a technique of Klein (1998) , one can design an algorithm for the above recurrence relation that runs in O.n 2 m log m/ time and O.n 2 m/ space. The details are omitted here, because we will present a more ef cient (approximation) algorithm in the next subsection.
Approximation algorithms
Based on the above (exact) algorithm for Edit(crossing, nested) under the condition 2w a D w b C w r , we can construct an approximation algorithm for Edit(crossing, nested) under any score scheme. We consider two cases concerning some (arbitrarily) xed score scheme. Let .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; P 2 / be an instance of Edit(crossing, nested), where P 1 is (at most) crossing, P 2 is (at most) nested, jS 1 j D n, and jS 2 j D m. Case 1. 2w a > w b C w r . Suppose that M ¤ is an optimal alignment for .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; P 2 /, and M ¤ has cost d ¤ . We de ne a new score scheme in which everything is the same as that in the original score scheme except that the cost of an arc-altering operation is reduced to
. Using the algorithm in Section 4.1, we can compute an optimal alignment M for .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; P 2 / under this new score scheme.
Observe that the alignment M may specify different optimal edit transcripts under the original and the new score schemes, because the original score scheme has a richer set of arc operations. For example, each base deletion in M, where the base is incident on some arc, can be thought of as a subsequent step of some arc-breaking operation under the new score scheme and thus its cost could be computed separately as in Section 4.1. However, under the original score scheme, it should be considered as a part of an arc-altering operation or an arc-removing operation, in addition to being a subsequent step of some arc-breaking operation. In fact, these are the only differences between the optimal edit transcripts speci ed by M under the new score scheme and the original score scheme. That is, we need only check those arc operations that result in the deletion of some bases. Interestingly, if both end bases of an arc are deleted or if none of them are deleted in an arc operation, then the arc operation implies the same edit operations (with the same cost) under both score schemes. However, if exactly one of the two end bases is deleted in the arc (breaking) operation, then the arc-breaking and base-deletion operations under the new score scheme, with a cost of w r Cw b 2
, could be replaced with an arc-altering operation under the original score scheme, with a cost of w a . Therefore, letting d denote the cost of alignment M under the new score scheme, and d 0 denote the cost of alignment M under the original score scheme, we have
On the other hand, we can easily compute the cost of alignment M ¤ under the new score scheme. This could be done by simply replacing each w a with
. Therefore, this new cost is at most d ¤ because 2w a¸wb C w r . Since d is the cost of an optimal alignment under the new score scheme, we conclude that
Inequalities (4.1) and (4.2) imply that
That is, under the original score scheme, the cost of alignment M computed by the dynamic programming algorithm in Section 4.1 is within 2w a w b Cw r times the optimum.
Case 2. 2w a < w b C w r . In this case, we de ne a new score scheme by increasing the cost of arcaltering to
. Similarly, an optimal alignment M under the new score scheme can be computed by the dynamic programming algorithm of Section 4.1 in O.n 3 m/ time. Suppose that alignment M has cost d under the new score scheme and d 0 under the original score scheme. Clearly, d 0 · d. On the other hand, let M ¤ be an optimal alignment under the original score scheme and its cost d ¤ . It is easy to compute the cost of alignment M ¤ , denoted by d ¤¤ , under the new score scheme. It follows from the above discussion that
That is, under the original score scheme, the cost of alignment M computed by the dynamic programming algorithm of Section 4.1 is within The following result, which is especially interesting in the comparison of RNA secondary structures, follows from the theorem trivially. The time complexity of the above approximation algorithm can be easily improved to O.n 2 m/ as follows. Let .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; P 2 / be an instance of Edit(crossing, nested), with jS 1 j D n and jS 2 j D m. First, we observe that it suf ces to consider the case that n D µ.m/ (for some appropriately chosen constant factor in the µ notation). If n 6 D µ .m/, then we can obtain a trivial alignment of S 1 and S 2 without matching anything whose cost may differ from the true edit distance between .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; P 2 / by at most O.minfn; mg/. This will be a suf ciently good approximation since the edit distance between .S 1 ; P 1 / and .S 2 ; P 2 / is at least Ä.maxfn; mg/. Now we describe the new approximation algorithm. Let ² > 0 be a suf ciently small constant, whose value will be decided later. Our basic framework is to apply the above approximation algorithm on the instance. Recall that the algorithm performs dynamic programming (as described in Section 4.1, but under an appropriately modi ed score scheme) on the arc structure of P 2 , starting from the smallest useful intervals/arcs of sequence S 2 , i.e., intervals/arcs that are required in the computation that do not contain other useful arcs/intervals, and then moving to larger intervals/arcs. Here, for each useful quadruple .i; i 0 ; j; j 0 / that is required in the computation, where [j; j 0 ] is an arc or an interval satisfying the conditions of Case 4 in Section 4.1 and i · i 0 , we compute a cost for the quadruple in different ways depending on the ratio between i 0 ¡ i and j 0 ¡ j . If i 0 ¡ i · b².j 0 ¡ j /c or j 0 ¡ j · b².i 0 ¡ i/c, we estimate (an upper bound of) the cost of an optimal solution for the quadruple simply by aligning S 1 [i; i 0 ] with S 2 [j; j 0 ] trivially without matching anything (hence specifying an edit transcript that consists of deleting everything in .S 1 [i; i 0 ]; P 1 [i; i 0 ]/ and then inserting everything in .S 2 [j; j 0 ]; P 2 [j; j 0 ]/). Observe that this estimation can be carried out in O.1/ time using an appropriate data structure. If b².j 0 ¡ j /c < i 0 ¡ i < b.j 0 ¡ j /=²c, we compute the cost of the quadruple by using the recurrence formulae given in Section 4.1. A crucial idea here is that, when going from an interval [j; u.j 0 / l ¡ 1] and an arc .u.j 0 / l ; j 0 / to an interval [j; j 0 ] on sequence S 2 using the recurrence formula in the second subcase of Case 4 in Section 4.1, we will only consider positions i 00 2 [i; i 0 ] satisfying both i 00 ¡ i · b.u.j 0 / l ¡ j /=²c and i 0 ¡ i 00 · b.j 0 ¡ u.j 0 / l /=²c. Hence, the range of i 00 is limited by minfb.j 0 ¡ u.j 0 / l /=²c; b.u.j 0 / l ¡ j /=²cg and this limitation speeds up the algorithm. Proof. We rst consider the running time of the algorithm. Recall that the algorithm runs in O.n C m/ time if n · b²mc or m · b²nc. So, let us assume that b²mc < n < bm=²c. Since the algorithm spends at most O.n 2 m/ time on all useful quadruples .i; i 0 ; j; j 0 / where i 0 ¡ i · b².j 0 ¡ j /c or j 0 ¡ j · b².i 0 ¡ i/c, we need only consider the time spent on the other useful quadruples, i.e., the ones with b².j 0 ¡ j /c < i 0 ¡ i < b.j 0 ¡ j /=²c. Let T .j; j 0 / denote the total time spent by the algorithm (for computing the costs of such quadruples) on the segment of S 2 covered by a useful interval/arc [j; j 0 ] that is required in the overall computation. We prove by induction on j 0 ¡ j that T .j; j 0 / D O.n.j 0 ¡ j / 2 /. Since the total time required by the algorithm on computing the recurrence formulae in Cases 1-3 and the rst subcase of Case 4 in Section 4.1 is O.n 2 m/, we focus on the time spent on the recurrence formula in the second subcase of Case 4. The induction basis holds, obviously. Suppose that this is true for any useful interval/arc [j; j 0 ] with j 0 ¡j < k. In the last term of the rst line, c 1 is some appropriate constant, n.j 0 ¡ j /=² is the number of intervals [i; i 0 ] of S 1 that we have to consider for the given [j; j 0 ] of S 2 , and minfu.j 0 / l ¡ j; j 0 ¡ u.j 0 / l g=² is the number of ways of splitting the interval [i; i 0 ] considered in our approximation algorithm. The last we can think of the alignment as the result of just one mutation, namely, the mutation of C into G. Such a mutation then causes the bond between the base-pair to break. In our edit model, we would charge the alignment the cost of mutating C to G plus the cost of an arc-breaking operation. This is more realistic since mutation of a base in a base-pair should be more expensive than mutation of an unpaired base and less expensive than the deletion of a whole base-pair and then inserting two unpaired bases.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the comparison of alignments for the three pairs of RNAs. In each gure, the top alignment was produced by the algorithm of Zhang et al. (1999) and the bottom one by our algorithm under the score scheme .w r ; w a ; w b ; w am ; w d ; w m / D .2; 1:75; 1:5; 1:8; 1; 1/. Indeed, one can nd the situations described above in each of these comparisons. The locations of these situations are marked by ¤ in both alignments.
CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
In this paper, we have studied the similarity comparison between two RNA secondary and tertiary structures. Speci cally, we have de ned a new edit distance between two RNA secondary and tertiary structures to take into account operations on base-pairs as well as individual bases. By representing RNA secondary and tertiary structures as sets of arcs, we have designed two ef cient algorithms, one for Edit(nested, plain) and the other for Edit(crossing, nested) under a class of score schemes where the cost of an arc-altering operation is equal to half the sum of the cost of an arc-breaking operation and the cost of an arc-removing operation. For arbitrary score schemes, we have proved that computing the edit distance is MAX SNP-hard, even if one of the sequences involved is plain. On the positive aspect, we have designed two ef cient approximation algorithms with constant worst-case performance ratios. The comparison of alignments produced by our algorithm with alignments produced by an existing algorithm shows that the edit distance de ned in this paper is perhaps more plausible in the practice.
However, we remark that it is potentially possible that by introducing arc-breaking and arc-altering operations, one may obtain alignments where the left base of a base-pair in one RNA is aligned with the right base of some base-pair in the other RNA, or a base-pair in one RNA could cross another base-pair in the other RNA. These kinds of alignments would not be realistic, but could perhaps be avoided by appropriately setting the cost of arc operations.
As pointed out by a RECOMB 2001 referee, when comparing two RNA secondary structures, a compensatory base exchange can be taken as a strong signal of structural relationship. To incorporate such information, we may set the cost of an arc-mismatch operation, i.e., w am , to 0. That is, we treat it just like an arc-match. We observe that all our results (negative or positive) still hold under this kind of score schemes.
